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The reconfigurable mesh (RN-MESH) can solve a large class of problems in constant
time, including problems that require logarithmic time by other, even shared memory,
models such as the PRAM with a similar number of processors [3]. In this work we show
that for the RN-MESH these constants can always be reduced to one, still using a
polynomial number of processors. Given a reconfigurable mesh that computes a set of
values in constant time, we show that it can be simulated by a single step reconfigurable
mesh with maximum size that is polynomial in the size of the original mesh. The proof is
constructive, where the construction of the single step RN-MESH holds for the
relatively weak undirected RN-MESH model. In this model broadcasts made on buses
arrive at all nodes that belong to the undirected connected component of the
transmitting processor. A result similar to the one that is obtained in this work was
previously obtained for the directed reconfigurable mesh model (DRN) [5]. However,
the construction for the DRN-MESH relies on the fact that the buses are directed, and
thus cannot be applied to the undirected case. In addition, the construction presented
here is simpler and uses significantly fewer processors than the one obtained for the

DRN-MESH.
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1. INTRODUCTION

indicate of-a lot of the (input) values stored by
the network processors.
At the beginning of each broadcasting step (or
simply, a step) during the execution of a program,
each processor of the RN-MESH fixes its basic
state. Figure shows a set of 15 different states
that are generated by a node of the RN-MESH by
connecting the four internal nodes in different
patterns. Broadcasts can be performed by disconnected internal nodes. Note that each state has
a different number of broadcast possibilities. For

The basic idea of the reconfigurable mesh, or, the
RN-MESH, is to enable flexible connection
patterns in the network by allowing processors
(nodes) to connect and disconnect their adjacent
edges in various patterns (referred to as states).
The various network connection patterns may be
used by the algorithm to accelerate computations.
Informally, this is due to sampling the connectivity
in these patterns, which is induced by-and may
*Corresponding author, e-mail: yosi@mathcs.haifa.ac.il
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example, in Figure internal nodes li, j and ri, j may
transmit in node s l, whereas ui,j and di,j may
transmit in node s2. Adjacent edges that were
connected by processors are viewed as (hardware)
connected, so that they form an integral bus. Any
processor connected to an edge participating in the
construction of a certain bus may choose to listen
to any incoming or passing message transmitted
on that bus, where some conflict resolution policy
should be applied when multiple transmissions are
made at the same time on the same bus.
A large volume of constant time and pseudoconstant time algorithms were devised for the reconfigurabl mesh (RN-MESH) model, e.g. [4, 6,
10]. Perhaps the most typical examples of these
RN-MESH algorithms are the constant time
sorting algorithms [4, 9, 12, 14, 17]. Obviously,
there is a constant bounding the number of steps
required for sorting n numbers by an nxn RNMESH. Since each of these steps involves a
(possibly global) broadcast, it is important to
determine how many of them are required, or in
other words, how far can we push-down the
running time of the algorithm. In this paper we
make a first step towards resolving this question by

Another motivation for this work comes from
the search for efficient design methodology for
VLSI circuits. In this respect the ability of the RNMESH to compute in a single step may lead to the
efficient construction of such circuits. One general
idea in this direction is to develop fast RN-MESH
algorithms and use an automatic construction
(such as the one described in this paper) to
transform them into single-step RN-MESHes.
Single-step RN-MESH programs can be realized
as asynchronous circuits that are a lot faster and
easier to fabricate than their synchronized counterparts.
The results in this work applies to the undirected
RN-MESH, and may be seen as the undirected
counterpart of the result in [5] which shows that a
constant time directed reconfigurable mesh (DRNMESH) can be simulated by a single step D RNMESH. The directed version of the reconfigurable
mesh assumes that the underlying mesh is a
directed graph where transmission follow the
direction of the edges (see [3] for precise definitions). As it turned out, the directionality of the
edges is essential for the construction in [5], hence
it cannot be used for the undirected model. Note
that it was shown in [3] that the directionality of
the edges makes the DRN-MESH more powerful
than the RN-MESH with respect to the set of
problems that can be computed in constant time.
The result for the undirected model improves
upon the construction of the DRN-MESH in the
following aspects:

showing that the constants involved in reconfigurable mesh algorithms can always be reduced at the
expense of enlarging the mesh. Given an n xn RNMESH that computes a set of values in a constant
number of steps, we construct a single step RNMESH with size that is still polynomial in n and
that simulates the operation of the original mesh.
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FIGURE

The RN-MESH and its basic set of states that may be assumed by each of the processors at every step.
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The size increase is exponential, rather than
doubly exponential in the directed case. More
precisety, for an n n mesh executing a T-steps
program the size of the single step mesh
increases by a factor of n r for the RN-MESH
as compared to a factor of n2r for the DRN-

MESH.
The construction for the D RN-MESH is complex and involves reduction to non-deterministic
branching programs, while the current construction for the RN-MESH requires no intermediate
models.
The size increase of the single-step RN-MESH is
proportional to the number of events where the
next state of a processor is a result of its failing
to detect any broadcasts in the previous step. As
this situation occurs rarely in RN-MESH
algorithms, then the expected blowup in size of
the single step RN-MESH is further reduced.
The proposed construction is based on a special
representation of any given RN-MESH computation using two basic operations:

UCs,t(G)

undirected connectivity, so that UC,t
iff there is a path from s to in the
undirected graph G.
UCs,t(G) the complement of Ufs, t(G), so that
iff s and reside in different connecUCs,t(G)
ted components in the undirected graph G.

(G)

Connectivity queries, as many researches have
noted, are natural (i.e., simple and fast) for RNMESHes. In fact, since the network is used for
computation, the RN-MESH may be viewed
as if it were a programmable connectivity oracle.
Computing UCs,t(G) is more difficult; in fact, the
fast computation of these functions is related to
open problems in complexity theory (see [3]). For
instance, in the case of the DRN-MESH [5] we
had to use Immerman’s algorithm [7] for directed
unreachability. Similarly, the proposed construction in this work for the undirected RN-MESH
uses the result of Nisan and Ta-Shma [13], namely,
an "almost monotone" reduction of UCs,t(G) to
Ufs, t(G). (A monotone circuit is a boolean circuit
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of polynomial size, that does not use negations. An
almost monotone circuit is a monotone circuit that
can use the complements of the input variables.)
The stages of the construction are as follows:
1. A formal model describing the operation of the
RN-MESH is given in Section 2. This model is
based on the notion of labeled graphs, where
edges are selected according to boolean edgefunctions that are associated with some of the
edges. It is shown that a given RN-MESH of
size n n which computes a set of values in T
steps (denoted by RNnr), is equivalent to a
sequence of T labeled graphs G1,..., G where
the inputs to the edge-functions of G are connectivity queries of the form UCs, u(G t-l) and

r,

UCs,v(Gt-1).
2. The main theorem, proved in Section 3, shows
that labeled edges of G can be replaced by copies
of G t-1 or by a labeled graph that computes
UCs,t(Gt-l), except for G whose edge-functions
queries the input variables.
Repeating this process recursively yields that
G1,..., G :r can be simulated by a single labeled
graph (. In turn, ( can be simulated by a single
step RN-MESH, thus proving the main result.
3. The existence of a labeled graph that computes
UCs, t(Gt-l) is discussed in Section 4, and is
based on the reduction presented in [13].

The formal RN-MESH model (i.e., the labeled
graph) that we consider uses single-bit buses and
processors. Only ’1’ signals can be transmitted,
and a 0’ signal is detected if no ’1’ signal was
transmitted. For a certain input of size n bits, one
bit of the input is assumed to be given at each of a
subset of n processors. This, however, is not a
mandatory restriction: the construction applies
also to a model in which input bits may appear
during different time steps of the algorithm at
different locations.
This labeled graph representation is simple
enough to allow the formal treatment of the
model, yet powerful enough to efficiently simulate
common variations of reconfigurable meshes,
including for example the RN [4], PARBS [18],
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RMESH [11] and RMBM [15]. In particular, the
ability to simulate the word model by the bit
model has been addressed in [1, 8] and requires no
further discussion. Other aspects of RN-MESHes,
including: "empty" signals, collision detection, and
local memory, can be easily simulated as described
in [5].
2. A GRAPH REPRESENTATION FOR

RECONFIGURABLE MESH

In this section we give a precise definition of the
RN-MESH using the concept of labeled graphs.
We show that a set of T labeled graphs can be used
to represent the computation of a T steps RNMESH. The reason for giving this model is that
using it we can reduce the reconfiguration operation to the problem of computing connectivity and
un-connectivity in labeled graphs.
The first step towards a formal description of
the RN-MESH is to replace the "mesh of switching processors" by a graph representation. This
can be done if we use the complement-graph
(where nodes and edges switch roles) of the mesh
(see Fig. 2). In the complement mesh each processor (PE in Fig. 2) is represented by four nodes
and six internal edges, and the reconfiguration or
the change of states is accomplished by simply
selecting some of the internal edges (see Fig. 2,
right side). The nodes are auxiliary nodes (one
for each PE) used to simulate broadcasts of ’1’
values, as follows. Broadcasting is performed by
selecting the internal edge that connects the node

RN-MESH

of the transmitting PE with the internal node that
represents an edge of the original mesh which leads
to the direction in which broadcasting is performed. For example, in Figure 2, the PE in the
upper-leftmost corner is transmitting to the left
(out-link d), which is performed in the complement mesh by selecting the edge which connects
the internal node with the internal node d.
Broadcasts in the complement mesh are therefore a matter of connectivity. Namely, a processor
receives a message M iff there is a connected path
of selected edges in the complement mesh leading
from the node of the processor which transmits
M to one of the nodes of the current processor. An
example for the edge selection process is depicted
in Figure 2. Note the relation of the edges selected
in the complement mesh and the resulting connected components to the configuration in the
original RN-MESH. For instance, note the path
leading from the node of the PE at the secondrow leftmost-column to internal nodes r and o of
the bottom-row rightmostocolumn PE, which
represent a corresponding broadcast and receive
operations in the original RN-MESH.
We remark that the number of edges needed to
represent a processor will turn out to be a major
factor in the calculation of the size of the single
step RN-MESH used to simulate the T steps of the
given R-MESH. It is thus desirable to minimize
this number, and this is the main motivation for
using the complement mesh.
We now turn to the precise definition of the edge
selection process. The proposed representation
uses the graph representation of the RN-MESH,

COMPLEMENT -MESH

SELECTING EDGES

FIGURE 2 Simulation of a reconfigurable mesh by a complement graph and edge-selection.
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as described above, with a labeling of its edges
used for the edge selection process. The RNMESH executing a T steps computation is
represented by a sequence of T labeled-graphs
G 1,..., G T, where each edge in G t,
1,..., T
may be labeled by an edge-function that is used to
select this edge at the t-th step.

DEFINITION 2.1 A labeled graph G (V, E) is an
undirected graph with a special node S E V and
input variables x x,..., x. Some of the edges in G
may be labeled by edge-functions, where an edgefunction (fe) is an almost monotone boolean
formula, i.e., a boolean function with a set of
boolean inputs Xl,...,Xn and their negations
-1,... ,-n, e.g., fe--x5 V8. A boolean value is
associated with every node v c V such that v
iff
there is a path from the special node S to v, and
such that all the edge-functions along that path
have been evaluated to one.
The importance of the labeled graph representation is that each step of the RN-MESH can be
represented by a labeled graph G t, such that the
edge-functions of G determine the possible state
configurations that may take place in the t-th step
of the RN-MESH. In order for this construction
to work properly, the inputs to the edge-functions
of G must be the boolean values associated with
Gt-l’s nodes, so that the reconfiguration at step
will use the results obtained in the previous step.
Let RN nr denote an n n RN-MESH executing
a T steps computation. A labeled graph G
corresponding to one step of RNr is the complement-graph of an n n mesh as described earlier
(see Fig. 2), where each processor is represented by
three nodes (including the signal node ) and ten
edges, 3n 2 nodes and 10n 2 edges in all. In addition,
each G has one global signal node S used to
transmit ’1’ signals. This node is connected to all
the nodes of all PEs.
We now describe the set of nodes, edges, and
edge-functions in the labeled graph representation
that are associated with each processor PEi, j in
the sequence of labeled graphs G1,..., G For
simplicity we sometimes omit the superscript t.

r.
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Two internal nodes lid and ui,j (standing for
’left’ and ’up’). The PE also has two other
internal nodes, namely u(i+ 1) rood n,j and li,(j+ 1)
which for reasons of clarity we associate
with neighboring PEs.
Six internal edges used to represent states of

modn,

the original processor

elid (lj Ui,j), e2id
(li, j, li,(j+ 1) modn), e3i,j (lid, u(i+ 1) modn,j),
e4d (li,(j+ 1)modn, Ui,y), e5,j (l, (y+ 1)modn,
U(i+ 1) mod n,j), and e6i, j (ui, j, u(i+ 1)modn,j).
Four signal-edges used to send a ’1’ signal from
the i,j node to any of the other internal
nodes e7i, j (i,j, ui, j), e8i, j (i,j, li, j), e9i,j
(i,j,u(i+l) mod n,j), and el0i,j

modn).
An edge e?id of a labeled graph G t, for
tc {2,..., T}, may be labeled by a boolean
edge-function of the form

fte?i,

l[-

A Ui,t-1
j

t-1
/ Ui+lmodn,
j/k t-1

li,j+lmodn,

where u[-) and l,-) are boolean variables (to be
defined next) associated with the appropriate
nodes of G t-1.
The edges of G may be labeled by edge
functions that are simply the input bits xi (or
their negation) given to each processor of the
RN-MESH prior to its computation, i.e., either
f?i,j Xi or jAe?i,j ,j.
A boolean variable associated with a node or
l,, is also denoted by the index of that node (it
should be clear from the context when we refer
to the node itself
or to its associated boolean
of a boolean variable is
The
value
variable).
true, i.e., U,j 1 or l[j 1, iff there is a path in
G from the global signal node S to either of u,j
or l[j, and so that the value of all the edgefunctions along that path is ’1’.
The values computed by
with inputs
x 1,..., x after T steps are the values taken by
the boolean variables that are associated with
the nodes of G

u,

u,

RNrn

r.

We remark here that in the proof of our main
theorem we will have queries asking whether certain
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edge-functions are evaluated to ’1’. As described
above, each of these queries involves solving a
connectivity problem from the S node. If we did
not have the global S node, we could have
answered the same queries by solving connectivity
problems from all of the nodes. However the
latter option would imply a blowup in the size of
the final simulation, as there are many nodes.
This is the reason to the somewhat-artificial addition of the S node.
Consider, for example, processor PE0,0 of G 5 in
Figure 3. The edge-functions are set such that
the next state (at step
5) will be either lupbroadcast, down-broadcast, right-left) or (left-up,
right-down depending on the values of u40,0 and
l 40,0" The un-labeled edges are not included in the
configuration (or equivalently, are assumed to be
labeled by the constant ’0’), regardless of the value
of the input variables. Note that if u40,0 0 and
[40,0 0 then the processor will broadcast on u0,0
and 0. These broadcasts will in turn determine
the value of nodes that are connected to them by a
path whose edge functions (at Step 5) have been
evaluated to 1.
Since the original RN-MESH program
and
its corresponding sequence of labeled graphs
G1,...,G 7" are dual representations we refer in

u,

RNtn

the sequel to both of them as the RN-MESH
computation. In general, the computation of a
given RN-MESH is a sequence of T steps, in which
we evaluate all edge-functions and determine the
boolean variables u,j and l,j for the next step.
These variables represent broadcasts received by
processors, while edge-functions reflect reconfigurations. Eventually the values of the edgefunctions and the variables u,j and 1, depend on
input values, hence the recursive chain of dependencies between edge functions and boolean
variables is well-defined. Any computation of an
RN-MESH can be represented in this way, and is
implied by the simulation of each configuration of
the RN-MESH as a proper choice of the edge
functions in G t. In particular, a simple induction
on can be used to show that the values of
and
are
identical
to
the
broadcasts
detected
at
PEi, j
l,j
at step of the RN-MESH.
Consider, for example, the well-known parity
computation of two bits by a 2 x 3 RN-MESH as
described in Figure 4. Note that up-going signals
on the upper row are redirected to the bottom row,
so that the modulo-two counting operation is
realized. The edges of every processor are marked
for convenience and are represented on the right
side of Figure 4. First, the input bits are broadcast

FIGURE 3 Edge-functions of processor PE0,0 resulting in two possible states.

u,
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FIGURE 4 Two computations of the parity of 2-bit inputs. The edge-functions of processor PE0,0 induce two different states.

to the upper row. Next, each processor whose
input bit is ’1’ chooses to redirect an incoming
signal (broadcasted by PE0,0) to the upper row
modulo two. If the input bit is ’0’ the processor
chooses a state such that the incoming signal will
remain in the same row. This can be easily decoded
in our formal model by setting the value of the
edge-functions as follows:

f7,

1

Xo

f7

fe20,2
for

0,

for i- 0,

j-l,2
j

1,2

X

1

fel01,0

1

f2eli,j f2e5i,j Ui,j
fe22,,j f2e6i,j U,j

while all otherfte are constant zero. It is easy to see
that these edge functions correctly simulate the
states assumed by the processors with respect to
the input bits.

3. THE CONSTRUCTION

In this section we prove the main theorem, namely
that a T steps RN-MESH can always be simulated
by a single step RN-MESH. The crux of the

theorem is to construct a labeled graph that
computes undirected connectivity of a special node
S and all other nodes in an input labeled graph.
The problem of undirected connectivity
UCu, v(G) is to decide if there is a path between u
and v in G. UCu,v(G) is the complement function
of UCu, v(G), namely it outputs a iff there is no
path between u and v in G. In a labeled graph G,
G. UCu,v(G)
when there is a path in G between
u and v and so that all the edge-functions along
that path have the value of ’1’. Similarly, UCu,v(G)
when there is no such path in G between u and v.

DEFIN-ITION 3.1 Let G1,..., G r be a set of labeled
graphs over x,..., x that represents a given RNMESH program RNfv. We say that a labeled
graph G with (the same set of) inputs Xl,...,Xn
simulates G1,..., G T iff there is a mapping of Gr’s
nodes to G’s nodes, v v’, such that for any value
of Xl,..., x,, the value of v’G is the same as the
value of vG 7.

-

THEOREM 3.1 Let G 1,..., GT be a

set

of labeled

graphs over x,...,Xn that represents a given
RN-MESH program
There exists a labeled
graph that simulates G1,..., G 7 with size [[ _<

RNrn

640r-. n6T-4.

Proof First,

"complicated" edge-functions that
query more than one variable are replaced by

Y. BEN-ASHER AND A. SCHUSTER
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simple edge-functions of the form
fte--U,]l, as follows:

fte U,]

or

rag then (u,v) is replaced by an
auxiliary node z and two consecutive edges (u,z)
labeled by r and (z, v) labeled by g.
IF f(u,v)= rVg then (u,v) is replaced by two
parallel edges: (u, v) labeled by r and (another
edge between the same vertices) (u, v) labeled by g.

IF f(u,v

Since in the case of the RN-MESH each edgefunction fe?i,j can query only four variables (those
related to PEg,j), and there are 16 possible
monomial in fe?,.j’s DNF representation, each with
4 boolean variables, then the maximal number
of variables of fte?i.j is 64 (Some further optimization is omitted here, as it does not change the
dominating factor). Hence, the total number of
edges with edge-functions in the revised G is not
more than 10.64.n where n is the size of the
original RN-MESH. Note that this replacement
does not change the value of nodes in G t.
Next, we construct a new labeled graph dt- by
modifying G such that:

,

dt-

The edges of
are labeled by edge-functions
of G t-1.
There is a mapping from every node vG to
some node fG
so that the value v(when
evaluating the sequence G1,..., G t) is the same
as that of v’ (when evaluating the sequence

G1,... Gt_2,

t-.

t- depends on the type of

t-1
UCs, u/li,./(G t-l) As Lemma 4.1 will show, GS,u/le,
/
t-I

t-1

can be constructed with respect to
pre-designated node v’ such that v’

fteeid =ue,j,

in

with a

Gt,-1u

,,t-1

i’,/

iff u/l[.,TJ, 0 in G t-1. In this case c is identified
with S of G t-1
and/3 is identified with v’. By the
S, ull ti’,t
the value of the nodes and
definition of G t-1
S,u/l t-1
(j-1
is
as in G t. Lemma 4.1
in
the"’ame
fl
guarantees that the size (number of edges) of
t-1
t-1
< n4lGt-1 [(see
satisfies that
ulti,t_l,
,J
Sectio//4 for a detailed construction).

IGs

Gs,

The total size expansion needed to create (t-1
can be bounded by assuming the worst case in
which all 640.n 2 internal edges of G have been
labeled by edge-function fte..--u/l[,sjl.,. Thus, in
< 640. n2 (n4 IGt-l[).
the worst case IG
The construction described above is repeated
T- times:

Gr+ T-1 ---,0 T-2 ...+0 =0.
The resulting graph t can be evaluated directly
from Xl,...,Xn, (i.e., the value of the boolean
variables associated with its nodes are functions of
Xl,... ,xn), yet it performs the same computation
as the original sequence G1,..., G T. The size of 0 is
obtained by bounding the size blowup in each of
the T-1 applications of the construction as
described above, yielding

The construction of
its edge-functions fe?i,j"
t-

u/l.,7],

640r-1" n6T-4

1

so that in terms of connectivity

fte?i, j UCS u,71, (Gt-1), (and similarly for l7,). In
this case, the edge e.i,j=
fl) is replaced by a
copy of G t-1 such that is identified with S of
G t-1 and fl is identified with u/lj. It follows that
.’ t-1
the value of the nodes and fl n G is the same
as in G t.

We proceed to show that the labeled graph
can be simulated by a single step RN-MESH.

fb,, u,,j, where in terms of connectivity
t- In
fte?i.y UCs, u=j,(Gt-l) (and similarly for l,,j,).
this case, th6 edge e?ij=<,fl) is replaced by
G t-1
which is the labeled graph that computes
S u/Itl,

( be
Proof Let G1,..., G r represent RNnr, and let
r

,

,j

COROLLARY 3.2 Given RN nr with inputs X1,.
there exists a reconfigurable mesh
that simulates
in one step.

RNrn

Xn

RN6402(r-1). n12r-8

the labeled graph that simulates G,...,G using
the construction of Theorem 3.1. Then the RNMESH that simulates G(RN6402(r_l).n12T_ 8) can be
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constructed by implementing the adjacency matrix
of (. This is a standard technique (see for instance
[2, 6]) and is commonly used to find connected
components of an undirected graph in a single
step.
Basically, we take an RN-MESH of the size of
the adjacency matrix, and initially connect every
column and every row and the diagonal (so that
the i-th column is connected to the i-th row). In
addition, the (i, j)-th processor connects the i-th
row to the j-th processor if the i-th and the j-th
nodes in t are connected by an edge of which the
edge-function is evaluated to ’1’. By the construction of Theorem 3.1 the edge functions are of the
form Xg or 2i, hence the configuration can be set
instantly. Once the configuration is set, the leftmost processor in the row of the special node S
transmits a ’1’ which is received by all processors
in its connected component, and in particular by
those in the rows that are mapped to output
of the original computation.
processors of
The left most processor in each of these rows now
outputs the result.
Using the adjacency matrix technique as described above require an RN-MESH of size that is
quadratic in the size of (.

RN
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packi([Xk,... ,Xn])
Xk

i=

0

i>n-k

(pack/_ ([x+,..., Xn]) A x)
Vpack([xk+,..., Xn])

<_ n- k

Clearly the size of packi is less than 2n2.
Hereafter, we assume that the nodes of G are
numbered from 1 to n, and denote vin__jS=
f V... Vfn and /in=l ft" fl /’’" /kfn. The complete formula of UCs,t(G) is derived as follows:

UCs,t(G) V’]=2NCCi(G A NCCi_I(G+) where
G + is the graph obtained by adding an edge between
iffthe number ofconnected
s and and NCCi (G)
components in G is i, otherwise NCCi (G)= 0. If the
new edge added to G caused the number of
connected components in G + to decrease, then
clearly s and were disconnected in G. Since we
forbid negations, we must scan all possible values
of/.

NCCi(G) j+ I(G)/k gn-i+ I(G) such that if k is
the number of connected components in G, then
J(G)= iffk<i and gi(G)= iffn-k<i or
k > n- i. Thus, the only value of for which both
functions agree is when
k # components

:

in-G.

4. COMPUTING

UCs,t (G)

Following the technique of Nisan and Ta-Shma
[13] we see in this section that UCs,t(G) of an
undirected graph G can be computed by an almost
monotone boolean formula (using only A, V)
whose varaibles are connectivity queries on nodes
in G. The method is a monotone reduction from
UCs,t(G) to Ufs, t(G). For the sake of completeness
and to show exact leading constants, we give here
a brief review of the technique. However, some
significant changes were made in order to fit this
method to our needs. In particular, the AKS
sorting network used in [13] to pack non-zero
elements is replaced by an explicit formula for
computing the i-th bit in the packed vector of

[x,..., x,,]:

f.(G)

packi[Ll(G),..., LI,,(G)] where LIj.(G)
0 iff j is the largest node in its connected
component. Thus (fl(G),...,f,,(G)) contains a
’0’ for every connected component in G.
iff there
LIi(G) k/;=/+ UCi,j(G) so that LI(G)
is a node with a greater index than which is
connected to i.
where
gj(G) packi([SF,l(G),
SFn, n(G)])
>
<
SFk,j(G)=O iff the edge k,j belongs to the
first lexicographic spanning forest of G. Thus
iff there are more than edges in the first
gi(G)
lexicographic spanning forest of G and less than
n-i connected components in G [13]. (The key
idea here is that the size of the spanning forest is
the complement to the number of connected
components, making monotone counting of the
number of connected components possible).
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UCi,j(G) V i,j> G so that SFi, j(G)
1 iff (i,j) does not belong to the first lexicographic forest of G. Note that (i,j) G is a noninonotone query; however, it can be viewed as
connectivity query over the graph with two
vertices (i and j). This point is further explained
in the sequel.
Counting the total number of UC,t(G) queries
of the resulting formula yields that the total size of
the formula is less than 5n4 connectivity queries

SFi, j(G)

(ucda)).
The above formula can be directly used to
construct the complement labeled graph G:

LEMMA 4.1 Let G be a labeled graph with n nodes
over the boolean variables Xl,...,Xn and a predesignated node v c G. Then three exists a labeled
graph G over xl,... ,xn with a pre-designated node
v such that the value of v in G is one iff the value of
v in G is zero. The size of G is polynomial in the size

of G and satisfies that
Proof Note that G actually computes UCs, v(G),
where G is the graph obtained after removing the
edges in G whose edge-functions evaluated to zero.
Thus we actually need the formula to compute
undirected connectivity in G Now, let Gfdenote a
labeled graph that computes f(xl,...,xn) with a
special output node vfc Gf, such that the boolean
variable associated with vfis ifff(xl,..., x) 1.
The formula ofUCs, can be recursively constructed
as follows. Note that the inputs to this formula are
connectivity queries of the form Gtcs.,(a) and "edgemembership" queries of the form G(i,y)qa.

.

Gf/g can be constructed by identifying S of Gg
with vf, letting vg be the special output node of
Gf/g. The source node of Gf/xg should be the
source node of Gf. Clearly Gf/g computes

f(X l,

Xn) / g(X l,
Xn).
Gfvg can be constructed by identifying the

source nodes of Gf and Gg forming the source
node of Gfvg. A new node Vfvg that is connected
to both vf and vg is added, forming the output
node of Gfvg. Clearly Gfvg computes
f(x l, Xn) k/ g(x l, Xn).

is formed from G using s as the source
and
as the output node of Gtc,.,(a).
node
G(i,j) G can be constructed according to the edge
(i,j) as follows:

Gtcs.,(a)

If (i,j) G and (i,j) has no edge-function,
then G<,y>a contains two nodes and j as
source and output with no edge between
them.
if (i,j) G and (i,j) has an edge-function f,
then G<i,j>a contains two nodes and j as
source and output nodes, and an edge that
connects them with the edge-function f.
If (i,j) G then G(i,j)C.G contains two nodes
and and j as source and output and an edge
between them.

The validity of this construction and its size are
due to its being a direct simulation of the monotone
circuit of [13].
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown a general construction
so that a T steps RN-MESH of size n x n can be
simulated by a single step RN-MESH, where the
corresponding mesh size increase by a factor of
n (T) The construction itself is simpler and
smaller as compared to a similar result previously
obtained for the directed model [5].
A previous work that gave self-simulation of
large meshes on smaller ones may be seen as the
complement of the current paper [2]. Combining
these two results yield a complete scalability
framework in terms of a Time-Size Tradeoff for
computing with reconfigurable meshes. Namely, if
more hardware is available so that the mesh is
large then computation can be accelerated. In
the opposite direction, one may always scale his
algorithm to a smaller mesh at the expense of
slowing down the algorithm.
Interestingly, one consequence of this result is
that whatever the definition of a complexity class
for the reconfigurable mesh involves polynomial
size meshes (as, for example, is the case in [3]), it is
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insensitive to the precise number of steps required
to solve a problem. For specific problems it makes
sense to give tradeoffs of, the form timed
timec. sizec2 >f(n) (where n is the size of the
input). In fact, it was previously’observed that the
RN-MESH follows the Thompson VLSI model,
and thus AT2-type lowerbounds in the Thompson
model apply to it [!6]. More work is required in
this direction e.g., when the power of broadcasts
is restricted to a certain "length" of the bus.
Finally, this work leaves a lot of space for
further research. One may derive bounds on the
minimal number (as a constant) of steps that
specific problems require when the size of the mesh
remains fixed. Further effort may find ways to
improve our general construction in terms of the
blowup in the size of the mesh. One may want to
give explicit single step constructions for known
reconfigurable algorithms which use reduced size
than that required by the general construction.
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